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‘How wonderful that we 
have met with a paradox. 
Now we have some hope 
of making progress.’
~ NIELS BOHR
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CONFLICT



What is a polarity?

“Polarities … are sets 
of opposites that 

can’t function well 
independently. 

Because the two 
sides of a polarity 

are interdependent, 
you cannot choose 
one as a ‘solution’ 

and neglect the 
other.”

~ Barry Johnson



PROBLEM

•A problem can have a right — or best —
answer. A solution exists.

•Problems can be simple or complicated, 
but they are solved by a decision or a set 
of decisions.

•e.g. 
• “What should I have for breakfast?”
• “Should I hire Jill?”
• “Why did the space shuttle blow up?”

POLARITY

•A polarity — also described as a paradox, 
conundrum, or contradiction — is a 
dilemma that is ongoing, unsolvable, and 
contains seemingly opposing ideas.

•The situation is complex.  It is always 
changing and there is no single best 
decision or behavior.

•e.g. “Should I give my children structure or 
flexibility?”





Examples

• Acting and Reflecting
• Built 

Environment and Natural 
Environment

• Challenge and Support
• Compliance and Choice
• Confidence and Humility
• Direct and Diplomatic
• Directing and Empowering

• Diversity and Commonality
• Short-term and Long-term
• Speed and Quality
• Structure and Flexibility
• Stability and Change / 

Innovation
• Centralization and 

Decentralization
• Part and Whole



We tend to have 
preferences about 
which pole we 
think is “right”



Polarities have 
predictable 
natural patterns
1. They move toward the benefits of 

one pole.

2. Eventually, the disadvantages of 
that pole begin to happen.

3. They then shift toward the other 
pole in order to gain the benefits.

4. Eventually the disadvantages of 
the other side begin to happen 
and the cycle repeats.

5. If the transitions are well-
managed, the system gets the 
benefits of both sides and thrives.

6. If they are not well managed, the 
system experiences the 
disadvantages of both sides, and 
deteriorates.

Live

Die

Inhale Exhale
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Social systems 
either rise 
toward their 
greater purpose 
or surrender to 
their deeper 
feers.



Principles of Polarity 
Management



Principle #1: Work toward achieving the benefits 
of both values.



Principle # 2: Avoid over-focusing on one side.



# 3: We fear losing the things we value the most
F E A R  A R I S E S  F R O M  T H E  P E R C E P T I O N  T H AT  “ OT H E R S ”  A R E  C A U S I N G  T H E  LO S S  O F  S O M E T H I N G  W E  
D E E P LY  VA LU E .



Method for managing 
polarities



SMALL:  A five step process for dealing with polarities

Seeing Mapping Assessing

Learning Leveraging
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Seeing



Seeing is often 
the most 
difficult step…

One clue is that you 
feel like this.
Or you feel stuck
Or a problem or 
conflict won’t go 
away no matter how 
hard you try.



Relationship 
with conflict…

• Polarities lead to conflict when 
each person is attached to a 
different pole.

• Each one sees their side as a 
value.

• Each one experiences fear about 
the other pole.

• Fear is a very powerful motivator.

• Can you reduce the other 
person’s fear?





What polarities 
are you observing 
and experiencing 
now?



Exercise:  Map the statement to the polarity



Mapping
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GPS: Why leverage this polarity?

Deeper Fear = Loss of GPS

And

Action Steps
How will we gain or maintain the positive results from 
focusing on this left pole? What? Who? By When? 
Measures? 

Action Steps
How will we gain or maintain the positive results from 
focusing on this right pole? What? Who? By When? 
Measures? 

Early Warnings
Measurable indicators (things you can count) that will let 
you know that you are getting into the downside of this left 
pole.

Early Warnings
Measurable indicators (things you can count) that will let 
you know that you are getting into the downside of this 
right pole.

www.PolarityPartnerships.com

Activity Rest

Run a Marathon

Can’t run a Marathon

BENEFITS HIDDEN BENEFITS

HIDDEN DOWNSIDES FEARS
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• Feeling bored
• Not making progress
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